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Abstract. We investigate choice principles in the Weihrauch lattice for finite sets on
the one hand, and convex sets on the other hand. Increasing cardinality and increasing
dimension both correspond to increasing Weihrauch degrees. Moreover, we demonstrate
that the dimension of convex sets can be characterized by the cardinality of finite sets
encodable into them. Precisely, choice from an n+ 1 point set is reducible to choice from a
convex set of dimension n, but not reducible to choice from a convex set of dimension n− 1.
Furthermore we consider searching for zeros of continuous functions. We provide an
algorithm producing 3n real numbers containing all zeros of a continuous function with up
to n local minima. This demonstrates that having finitely many zeros is a strictly weaker
condition than having finitely many local extrema. We can prove 3n to be optimal.
1. Introduction
In the investigation of the computational content of mathematical theorems in the Weihrauch
lattice, variations of closed choice principles have emerged as useful canonical character-
izations [3, 1, 7]. Closed choice principles are multivalued functions taking as input a
non-empty closed subset of some fixed space, and have to provide some element of the closed
set as output. In [3, 1] the influence of the space on the computational difficulty of (full)
closed choice was investigated, whereas in [7] it turned out that the restriction of choice
to connected closed subsets of the unit hypercube is equivalent to Brouwer’s Fixed Point
theorem for the same space.
Here the restrictions of closed choice to convex subsets (of the unit hypercube of dimension
n), and to finite subsets (of a compact metric space) are the foci of our investigations. Via
the connection between closed choice and non-deterministic computation [42, 1, 9, 31], in
particular the latter problem is prototypic for those problems having only finitely many
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correct solutions where wrong solutions are identifiable. As such, some parts may be
reminiscent of some ideas from [22, 12].
One of our main results shows that choice for finite sets of cardinality n + 1 can be
reduced to choice for convex sets of dimension n, but not to convex choice of dimension
n− 1. This demonstrates a computational aspect in which convex sets get more complicated
with increasing dimension. As such, our work also continues the study of the structural
complexity of various classes of subsets of the unit hypercubes done in [21, 17].
Some of the techniques used to establish our main results are promising with regards to
further applicability to other classes of choice principles, or to even more general Weihrauch
degrees. These techniques are presented in Section 2.
Finally, some of the results are transferred to the problem of finding zeros of a continuous
function. We show that finding zeros of a function merely guaranteed to have finitely many
zeros is strictly harder than finding zeros of a function having finitely many zeros as a
consequence of having finitely many local extrema. This is achieved via an algorithm that
lists 3n potential zeros of a continuous function f : [0, 1] → R with up to n local minima
and f(0) > 0 ∧ f(1) 6= 0 while guaranteeing that all true zeros are listed. We show that any
algorithm of this kind needs at least 3n guesses to cover all zeros.
1.1. Weihrauch reducibility. We briefly recall some basic results and definitions regarding
the Weihrauch lattice. The original definition of Weihrauch reducibility is due to Weihrauch
and has been studied for many years (see [35, 38, 39, 23, 15, 26, 24]). Rather recently it has
been noticed that a certain variant of this reducibility yields a lattice that is very suitable
for the classification of mathematical theorems (see [13, 4, 3, 28, 1, 27, 5, 16, 11, 20, 32]).
A basic reference for notions from computable analysis is [40]. The Weihrauch lattice is
a lattice of multi-valued functions on represented spaces. A represented space is a pair
(X, δX) where δX :⊆ NN → X is a partial surjection, called representation. In general
we use the symbol “⊆” in order to indicate that a function is potentially partial. Using
represented spaces we can define the concept of a realizer. We denote the composition of
two (multi-valued) functions f and g either by f ◦ g or by fg.
Definition 1.1 (Realizer). Let f :⊆ (X, δX) ⇒ (Y, δY ) be a multi-valued function on
represented spaces. A function F :⊆ NN → NN is called a realizer of f , in symbols F ` f , if
δY F (p) ∈ fδX(p) for all p ∈ dom(fδX).
Realizers allow us to transfer the notions of computability, continuity, and other notions
available for Baire space to any represented space; a function between represented spaces
will be called computable, if it has a computable realizer, etc.
We will need a generalization of the restriction of a multivalued function to a subspace
of its domain. For some represented space X = (X, δX) and A ⊆ NN, we use XA to denote
the represented space (δX [A], (δX)|A). This is a proper generalization of the notion of a
subspace. Given f :⊆ X⇒ Y and A ⊆ NN, then fA is the induced map fA :⊆ XA ⇒ Y.
Now we can define Weihrauch reducibility, using 〈, 〉 to denote some standard pairing on
Baire space.
Definition 1.2 (Weihrauch reducibility). Let f, g be multi-valued functions on represented
spaces. Then f is said to be Weihrauch reducible to g, in symbols f ≤W g, if there are
computable functions K,H :⊆ NN → NN such that K〈id, GH〉 ` f for all G ` g. Moreover, f
is said to be strongly Weihrauch reducible to g, in symbols f ≤sW g, if there are computable
functions K,H such that KGH ` f for all G ` g.
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We note that the relations ≤W, ≤sW and ` implicitly refer to the underlying represen-
tations, which we mention explicitly only when necessary. It is known that these relations
only depend on the underlying equivalence classes of representations, but not on the specific
representatives (see Lemma 2.11 in [4]). We use ≡W and ≡sW to denote the respective
equivalences regarding ≤W and ≤sW , and by <W and <sW we denote strict reducibility.
There are three operations defined on Weihrauch degrees that are used in the present
paper, product ×, composition ? and Kleene star ∗. The former operation was originally
introduced in [4, 28], the second in [5] and the third in [28, 27]. Informally, access to the
product allows us to use both involved operations independently, whereas for the composition
the call to the left operation may depend on the answer received from the right. The Kleene
star corresponds to any finite number of parallel uses.
Definition 1.3. Given f :⊆ X⇒ Y, g :⊆ U⇒ V, define f × g :⊆ (X×U)⇒ (Y×V) via
(y, v) ∈ (f × g)(x, u) iff y ∈ f(x) and v ∈ g(u).
Definition 1.4. Given f :⊆ X⇒ Y, g :⊆ U⇒ V, let
f ? g := sup
≤W
{f ′ ◦ g′ | f ′ ≤W f ∧ g′ ≤W g}
where f ′, g′ are understood to range over all those multivalued functions where the composi-
tion is defined.
Both × and ? are associative, but only × is commutative. We point out that while it is
not obvious that the supremum in the definition of ? always exists, this is indeed the case,
hence ? is actually a total operation. We will iterate both × and ?, writing f0 = f (0) = idNN
and fn+1 = f × fn, f (n+1) = f ? f (n). The former is subsequently used to introduce f∗ via
f∗(n, (x1, . . . , xn)) = fn(x1, . . . , xn).
We will also refer to a special Weihrauch degree, denoted by 0. Its representatives are
the nowhere defined functions, and it is the bottom element of the lattice.
1.2. Closed Choice and variations thereof. The space of continuous functions from
a represented space X to Y has a natural representation itself, as a consequence of the
UTM-theorem. This represented space is denoted by C(X,Y).
A special represented space of utmost importance is Sierpin´ski space S containing two
elements {>,⊥} represented by δS : NN → S where δS(0N) = ⊥ and δS(p) = >, iff p 6= 0N.
The space A(X) of closed subsets of X is obtained from C(X, S) by identifying a set A ⊆ X
with the characteristic function χX\A : X→ S of its complement.
For a computable metric space X, an equivalent representation ψ− : NN → A(X), can
be defined by ψ−(p) := X \
⋃∞
i=0Bp(i), where (Bn)n∈N is some standard enumeration of
the open balls of X with centers in the dense subset and rational radii (possibly 0). The
computable points in A(X) are called co-c.e. closed sets. We are primarily interested in
closed subsets of computable metric spaces; additionally, most of our considerations pertain
to compact spaces – see Subsection 3.4 for the exceptions.
The computability structure available on the closed sets mostly follows the intuitive
expectations, for an explicit treatment we refer primarily to [30]. We will also need com-
putability of the closed convex hull, which we shall use for subspaces of Rn, in short, Euclidean
spaces. Recall from [30] that a space is called computably compact, iff it is semidecidable
(recognizable) that an open set contains a closed set.
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Proposition 1.5 (1). Let X be a computably compact2 Euclidean space. Then ConvexHull :
A(X)→ A(X) is computable.
Proof. Let (Kn)n∈N be an effective enumeration of the convex hulls generated by finitely many
points with rational coordinates. The interiors are uniformly computable, too. Moreover, in
a computably compact space, closed sets are uniformly compact, inclusion of compact sets
in open sets is recognizable, and countable intersection is computable on closed sets. Thus,
the following equation determines computability of ConvexHull:
ConvexHull(A) =
⋂
n∈{i|A⊆K◦i }
Kn
Definition 1.6 (Closed Choice [3]). Let X be a represented space. Then the closed choice
operation CX :⊆ A(X) ⇒ X of this space is defined by x ∈ CX(A) iff x ∈ A, with
dom(CX) := {A ∈ A(X) : A 6= ∅}.
Intuitively, CX takes as input a non-empty closed set in negative representation (i.e.
given by the capability to recognize the complement) and produces an arbitrary point of
this set as output.
Definition 1.7. For a represented space X and 1 ≤ n ∈ N, let CX,]=n := CX|{A∈A(X)||A|=n}
and CX,]≤n := CX|{A∈A(X)|1≤|A|≤n}.
More generally, for any choice principle the subscript ] = n denotes the restriction to
sets of cardinality n, and the subscript ] ≤ n to non-empty sets of cardinality less or equal
than n. In the same spirit, the subscript λ >  denotes the restriction to sets of outer radius
greater than , and µ >  the restriction to those sets where some value µ is greater than ε.
Definition 1.8. Let XCn := C[0,1]n |{A∈A([0,1]n)|A is convex }.
The proof of the following proposition has been inspired by the proof of [22, Theorem
3.1] by Longpre´ et al. , which the proposition generalizes in some sort. In fact, the study
of C[0,1],]=m is quite closely related to the theme of [22].
Proposition 1.9. Let X be a computably compact computable metric space. Then CX,]=n ≤sW
C{0,1}N,]=n and CX,]≤n ≤sW C{0,1}N,]≤n.
Proof. We associate a labeled binary infinite tree TX with the space X, where the vertices
of some layers are labeled by closed balls in X.
The root is labeled by X. Then we find a finite open cover of X by open balls
B(x1, 2
−1), . . . , B(x2k , 2−1) using the computable dense sequence and the computable com-
pactness provided by X. We label the k-th layer of the tree with the closed balls B(xi, 2
−1).
For the next step, each closed ball B(xi, 2
−1) (which is computably compact as a computably
closed subset of a computably compact space) is covered by finitely many B(xi,j , 2
−2) (which
we can find by computable compactness of B(xi, 2
−1)), and we then use B(xi,j , 2−2) as
labels for a suitable layer further down the tree.
1This has essentially already been observed by Ziegler [41].
2Compactness is a necessary condition here: ConvexHull : A(R)→ A(R) is not computable.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Given some A ∈ A(R), compute A1 := ConvexHull({−1} ∪ ([0;∞) ∩A)) and
A2 := ConvexHull({1}∪((−∞; 0]∩A)). Now note IsEmptyR(A) = (− 12 /∈ A1)∧( 12 /∈ A2) – but computability
of IsEmptyR would imply compactness of R.
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In the next step, we cover each B(xi, 2
−1) ∩B(xi,j , 2−2) by finitely many open balls of
radius 2−3, and so on. This process is iterated indefinitely, yielding finer and finer coverings
of the space at each layer. For any labeled vertex we keep testing whether the intersection
of the closed balls on the path leading to it is empty (which is computable by computable
compactness), and if this is detected, the corresponding subtree is pruned at its current
depth. Now any infinite path through the tree computably determines a point in X obtained
by taking the intersection of all closed balls occurring as labels on the paths; and any point
in X can be obtained from some infinite path.
Any closed subset of a computably compact space is compact (in a uniform way), so
we can assume the input to CX,]=n (resp. CX,]≤n) to be a compact set A of cardinality n
(resp. less-or-equal to n). On any labeled layer of the tree beyond the (1 + log n)-th, there
are n vertices such that the union of the intersections of the labels on the paths leading to
them covers A. It is recognizable when an open set includes a compact set, so we will find
suitable n vertices eventually. Also, we can require that the vertices chosen on one level are
actually below those chosen on the previous level. On the unlabeled layers of the tree, we
simply remove all vertices that do not have a remaining labeled vertex beneath them. If we
ever recognize that a proper subset of the n vertices at some level already covered A, we
prune the corresponding subtrees of the unneeded vertices at their current depth. With this
process, we compute a subtree TA of TX .
As TA has no more than n vertices per layer, it is a name for a closed subset of {0, 1}N
with no more than n points. If A has exactly n points, then from some layer onwards, TA
will be the union of n distinct pathes, hence be a name for a closed subset of {0, 1}N with
exactly n points. As mentioned above, any infinite path through TA induces a point in X,
which as A is closed, will actually fall in A.
It is rather obvious that if X is a co-c.e. closed subspace of Y, then CX,]=n ≤sW CY,]=n
and CX,]≤n ≤sW CY,]≤n (compare [1, Section 4]). We recall that a computable metric space
X is called rich, if it has a subspace that is computably isomorphic to Cantor space (then
this subspace automatically is co-c.e. closed). [2, Proposition 6.2] states that any non-empty
computable metric space without isolated points is rich.
Corollary 1.10. Let X be a rich computably compact computable metric space. Then
CX,]=n ≡sW C{0,1}N,]=n and CX,]≤n ≡sW C{0,1}N,]≤n.
By inspection of the proof of Proposition 1.9, we notice that the names produced there
as inputs to C{0,1}N,]=n or C{0,1}N,]≤n have a specific form: If we consider the closed subsets
of Cantor space to be represented as the sets of infinite paths of infinite binary trees, the trees
involved will have exactly n vertices on all layers admitting at least n vertices in a complete
binary tree. The names used for C{0,1}N,]=n moreover have the property that from some finite
depths onwards, all vertices have exactly one child. We shall denote by C]≤n (by C]=n) the
problem of finding an infinite path through a tree having exactly n vertices from the dlog ne-
th layer onwards (and where eventually each vertex has exactly one child)3. We directly
conclude C]=n ≡sW C{0,1}N,]=n ≡sW C[0,1]k,]=n and C]≤n ≡sW C{0,1}N,]≤n ≡sW C[0,1]k,]≤n
for k > 0.
3Note that C]=n and C]≤n are not restrictions of C{0,1}N,]=n or C{0,1}N,]≤n, but the realizers of the former
problems are restrictions of the realizers of the latter.
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2. Relative separation techniques
The relative separation techniques to be developed in this section do not enable us to prove
separation results just on their own; instead they constitute statements that some reduction
f ≤W g implies some reduction f ′ ≤W g′ , so by contraposition f ′ W g′ (which may be
easier to prove) implies f W g. A particular form of these implications are absorption
theorems. These show that for special degrees h, whenever f has a certain property, then
f ≤W g ? h (or f ≤W h ? g) implies f ≤W g. A known result of this form is the following:
Theorem 2.1 (Brattka, de Brecht & Pauly [1, Theorem 5.1]4). Let X, Y be represented
spaces, and Y be computably admissible (cf. [30], following Schro¨der [33]). Let f : X→ Y
be single-valued. Then f ≤W C{0,1}N ? g implies f ≤W g.
We call a Weihrauch-degree a fractal, if each of its parts is again the whole. The concept
was introduced by Brattka, de Brecht and Pauly in [1] as a criterion for a degree to be
join-irreducible (all fractals are join-irreducible, cf. Lemma 2.7).
Definition 2.2. We call f : X⇒ Y a fractal, iff there is some g :⊆ NN ⇒ Z, f ≡W g such
that for any clopen A ⊆ NN, either g|A ≡W f or5 g|A ≡W 0. If we can choose g to be total,
we call f a closed fractal.
We will prove two absorption theorems, one for fractals and one for closed fractals. These
essentially state that certain Weihrauch degrees are useless in solving a (closed) fractal.
Theorem 2.3 (Fractal absorption). If f is a fractal, then f ≤W g ?C{1,...,n} implies f ≤W g.
Proof. We prove that f ≤W g ? C{1,...,n} implies f ≤W g ? C{1,...,n−1} for fractal f and
n > 1, and then iteration together with h ? C{1} ≡W h does the rest. We make a case
distinction for this: First, assume that the reduction f ≤W g ? C{1,...,n} always uses the
input {1, . . . , n} for C{1,...,n}. Then replacing C{1,...,n} by the constant computable function
1 works equally well, and we get f ≤W g directly. Otherwise, there is some input p for f ,
such that some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is not contained in the input used for C{1,...,n}. But then, i has
to be removed at some finite stage, when only a finite prefix p≤k has been read. Restricting
f to those inputs starting with p≤k does not change its Weihrauch degree (as f is a fractal,
and fp≤k{0,1}N ≡W 0 cannot happen, as dom(fp≤k{0,1}N) 6= ∅). But then, i is never contained
in the set used as input for C{1,...,n}, hence, C{1,...,n−1} can be used instead (after exchanging
i and n).
2.1. Baire Category Theorem as separation technique. The absorption theorem for
closed fractals is a consequence of the Baire Category Theorem, and was first employed as a
special case in [3, Proposition 4.9] by Brattka and Gherardi.
Theorem 2.4 (Closed fractal absorption). If f is a closed fractal, then f ≤W g ?CN implies
f ≤W g.
4The precise statement of [1, Theorem 5.1] is weaker than the one given here, but a small modification of
the proof suffices to obtain the present form. The only property of computable metric spaces used in that
proof is that from a compact singleton {y} the point y could have been extracted. This, however, is just the
definition of computable admissibility. Moreover, replacing the parallel product with the sequential one has
no significant impact on the structure of the proof.
5Note that g|A ≡W 0 happens if and only if A ∩ dom(g) = ∅.
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Proof. The degree g ? CN has a representative of the form g
′ ◦ (idNN × CN) with g′ ≡W g,
as shown in [8]. W.l.o.g. assume that f witnesses its own closed fractality. Let the
inner reduction witness for f ≤W g′ ◦ (idNN × CN) be of the form 〈H1, H2〉. In particular,
H2 : NN → dom(CNψN−) is a computable map.
The closed sets An = {p | n ∈ ψN−(p)} cover dom(CN ◦ψN−) ⊆ NN, and the corresponding
restrictions (CN)An are computable for each n ∈ N by virtue of the constant function with
value n being a suitable realizer. The closed sets H−12 (An) cover dom(f) = NN. Thus, we
can apply the Baire Category Theorem, and conclude that there exists some n0 such that
H−12 (An0) contains some non-empty clopen ball. As f is a fractal, we know:
f ≤W fH−12 (An0 ) ≤W (g
′ ?
(
idNN × (CN)An0
) ≤W g′ ≡W g
The preceding result occasionally is more useful in a variant adapted directly to choice
principles in the roˆle of g. For this, we recall the represented space R>, in which decreasing
sequences of rational numbers are used to represent their limits as real numbers. We use R>
to denote R> ∪ {+∞}, where +∞ is represented by an empty sequence of rationals. Note
that id : R → R> is computable but lacks a computable inverse. A generalized measure6
on some space X is a continuous function µ : A(X)→ R> taking only non-negative values.
The two variants of the Baire Category theorem as separation technique are connected by
the following result:
Proposition 2.5. Define Lb : {x ∈ R> | x > 0} → N via Lb(x) = min{n ∈ N \ {0} | n−1 ≤
x}. Then Lb ≡sW CN.
Proof. Given a ρ<-name of x, the property n
−1 ≤ x is refutable: If x < n−1, then the
rational sequence approaching x from above must pass n−1 at some point. Hence we can
compute {n ∈ N \ {0} | x < n−1} ∈ O(N). Finding the maximum in this set is (strongly)
reducible to CN (e.g. by [29, Theorem 4.3.1.24]), it remains to increment it by 1.
For the other direction we present a reduction from CN. Once all integers from 0 to k
have been encountered in the input to CN, we print the rational (k+ 1.5)
−1 (with sufficiently
many repetitions to ensure an infinite output). If n0 is the smallest solution to CN, this
produces a ρ>-name of (n0 + 0.5)
−1, hence application of Lb will return n0 + 1.
The preceding result indirectly shows how a closed choice principle for some class
A ⊆ A(X) of closed sets with positive generalized measure µ can be decomposed into
the slices with fixed lower bounds µ > n−1. For this, we recall the infinitary coproduct
(i.e. disjoint union)
∐
n∈N defined both for represented spaces and multivalued functions
between them via
(∐
n∈N fn
)
(i, x) = (i, fi(x)).
Corollary 2.6. CX|A,µ>0 ≤W
(∐
n∈N CX|A,µ>n−1
)
? CN
Lemma 2.7 (σ-join irreducibility of fractals [1, Lemma 5.5]). Let f be a fractal and satisfy
f ≤W
∐
n∈N gn. Then there is some n0 ∈ N such that f ≤W gn0.
Theorem 2.8. Let f be a closed fractal such that f ≤W CX|A,µ>0. Then there is some
n ∈ N such that f ≤W CX|A,µ>n−1.
6As demonstrated in [34] (see also [10]), one can obtain a canonical representation of the space of
probability measures on some space X by restricting C(O(X),R<) to those functions satisfying the properties
of probability measures. By moving to the complement, one arrives at the present setting.
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Proof. From Corollary 2.6 we deduce that f ≤W
(∐
n∈N CX|A,µ>n−1
)
? CN. Then Theorem
2.4 implies f ≤W
(∐
n∈N CX|A,µ>n−1
)
. By Lemma 2.7 there has to be some n0 with
f ≤W CX|A,µ>n−10 .
Before ending this subsection, we shall provide some useful examples of generalized
measures that are not already measures. Note that we only use the implication 2.→ 1. from
Proposition 2.9, while Proposition 2.10 is only included for completeness. For some subset
A ⊆ X of a metric space, the outer radius λ is defined via λ(A) = inf{r ≥ 0 | ∃x A ⊆ B(x, r)},
and the inner radius ι is defined via ι(A) = sup{r ≥ 0 | ∃x B(x, r) ⊆ A}.
Proposition 2.9. For a computable metric space X, the following are equivalent:
(1) λ : A(X)→ R> is computable.
(2) X is computably compact.
Proof.
1.⇒ 2.: If X is a computable singleton, then it is computably compact anyway. If not,
there are two distinct computable points x, y ∈ X. From some A ∈ A(X), we can
compute A∪ {x} ∈ A(X) and A∪ {y} ∈ A(X). Furthermore, max : R>×R> → R> and
> : R × R> → S are computable, so assuming that λ is computable, we can compute
A 7→ [0.1d(x, y) > max(λ(A ∪ {x}), λ(A ∪ {y}))]. Now this expression will evaluate to
true if and only if A is empty: If A = ∅, the righthand side is zero but the lefthand
side is not; if z ∈ A then λ(A ∪ {x}) ≥ 12d(x, z), and the triangle inequality can be
invoked to arrive at the contradiction 0.4d(x, y) > d(x, y). Thus, we have demonstrated
that IsEmpty : A(X)→ S is computable. This in turn is the definition of computable
compactness.
2.⇒ 1.: In a computably compact space, closed sets are compact (in a uniform way). This
in turn makes A ⊆ B(x, r) recognizable. Next, we point out that in λ(A) = inf{r |
∃x A ⊆ B(x, r)} it suffices to have x range over the dense basic sequence in X, and r
over the positive rationals. Finally, inf : O(Q+)→ R> is computable, hence the claim
follows from the definition.
Proposition 2.10. Let X be a computably compact computable metric space. Then ι :
A(X)→ R> is computable.
Proof. Let (qi)i∈N be a computable dense sequence in X. The compactness of X allows us
to enumerate all tuples 〈r, i1, . . . , in〉 such that X ⊆
⋃
j≤nB(qij , r). Given some closed set
A ∈ A(X), we can narrow this down to those tuples where additionally ∀j ≤ n qij /∈ A. Now
note that ι(A) is the infimum of all r occurring in this enumeration.
To substantiate the latter claim, we observe the following: If r > ι(A), then for any
x ∈ A the set B(x, r) ∩AC is non-empty. As this is an open set, it will then contain some
basic point qx. From A ⊆
⋃
x∈AB(qx, r) and compactness of A we see that some finite
number of basis points is sufficient to witness non-emptiness of B(x, r) ∩AC for all x ∈ A
simultaneously. We can safely add finitely more points to also cover the rest of X. The
procedure above will eventually find such a collection, hence r is taken into account for the
infimum, and we see that we cannot compute too large a value.
For the converse direction, let us assume that X ⊆ ⋃j≤nB(xj , r) for some points xj /∈ A.
If there were some ball B(x, r) ⊆ A, we would arrive at a contradiction as follows: As x ∈ X,
there is some xj /∈ A with x ∈ B(xj , r). But by symmetry, then also xj ∈ B(x, r) ⊆ A.
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Thus, we conclude that any r occurring in our enumeration actually is an upper bound for
ι(A), hence the computation works correctly.
2.2. Large radius technique. Given a closed fractal f , Theorem 2.8 allows us to bound
away from 0 any positive generalized measure on the closed sets that are used to compute
the function f . The separation technique to be developed next bounds away from 0 only
a specific generalized measure – the outer radius – yet requires neither positivity nor the
closed fractal property.
For a computable metric space X, ε > 0 and some class A ⊆ A(X), we introduce:
Xε(A) = ψ
−1
− ({A ∈ A | ∀x ∈ X∃B ∈ A B ⊆ A \B(x, ε)}) ⊆ NN
This means that the names in Xε(A) are for sets large enough such that arbitrarily late
an arbitrary ball of radius ε can be removed from them, and still a closed set in the class
A remains as a subset. As Xε(A) is a set of names for instances of CX, rather than a set
of instances itself, we have to use the generalized restriction fA introduced on page 2 and
study (CX)Xε(A) = (CX|A)Xε(A) rather than the meaningless CX|Xε(A).
Open Question 2.11. If CX|A is a fractal, is (CX)Xε(A) too7?
We proceed to show that a reduction between choice principles has to map sets large in
this sense to sets with large outer radius (denoted by λ).
Lemma 2.12 (Large Radius Principle). Let H and K witness a reduction
CX|A ≤W CY|B, where Y is compact and A ⊆ A(X), B ⊆ A(Y). Then
∀p ∈ dom(CX|AψX− ) ∀ε > 0 ∃n ∈ N ∃δ > 0 ∀q
(
q ∈ Xε(A) ∩B(p, 2−n)⇒ λψY−H(q) > δ
)
Proof. Assume the claim were false, and let p ∈ dom(CX|AψX− ) and ε > 0 be witness for
the negation. There has to be a sequence (pn)n∈N such that pn ∈ Xε(A), d(p, pn) < 2−n
and λψY−H(pn) < 2−n. As the pn converge to p and H is continuous, we conclude that
limn→∞H(pn) = H(p). For the closed sets represented by these sequences, this implies(⋂
n∈N
⋃
i≥n ψ
Y−H(pi)
)
⊆ ψY−H(p). As Y is compact, the left hand side contains some point
x.
As x ∈ ψY−H(p), for any q ∈ δ−1Y ({x}) it is the case that 〈p, q〉 ∈ dom(K). We fix
such a q and y = δX(K(〈p, q〉)). By continuity, there is some N ∈ N such that for any
〈p′, q′〉 ∈ (B(p, 2−N )×B(q, 2−N )) ∩ dom(δXK) it follows that δXK(〈p′, q′〉) ∈ B(y, ε).
By choice of x, for any i ∈ N there is some ki ≥ i such that d(x, ψY−H(pki)) < 2−i. By
choice of the pn, this in turn implies ψ
Y−H(pki) ⊆ B(x, 2−i + 2−ki+1). Let I ∈ N be large
enough, such that for any x′ ∈ B(x, 2−I + 2−kI+1) it follows that δ−1Y (x′) ∩B(q, 2−N ) 6= ∅.
The inclusion ψY−H(pkI ) ⊆ B(x, 2−I + 2−kI+1) of a compact set in an open set implies
that there is some L > kI such that for all p
′ ∈ B(pkI , 2−L) ∩ dom(CX|AψX− ) it holds that
ψY−Hp′ ⊆ B(x, 2−I + 2−kI+1).
The choice of pkI , L and the point y ∈ X ensures that our reduction may answer
any valid input to CX|A sharing a prefix of length L with pkI with a name of some point
y′ ∈ B(y, ε). However, as we have pkI ∈ Xε(A), we can extend any long prefix of pkI to a
name of a set not intersecting the ball B(y, ε) – this means, our reduction would answer
incorrectly, and we have found the desired contradiction.
7Clearly, if this is true, then whenever CX|A is a closed fractal, so is (CX)Xε(A).
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Corollary 2.13 (Large Radius Principle for fractals). Let CX|A be a fractal, Y be compact
and CX|A ≤W CY|B. Then for every ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that
(CX)Xε(A) ≤W CY|B,λ>δ
Proof. Let g :⊆ NN ⇒ Z witness fractality of CX|A. Let K,H witness the reduction CX|A ≤W
CY|B and let K ′, H ′ witness the reduction g ≤W CX|A. Pick some p′ ∈ dom(g). Choose
δ > 0 and n ∈ N satisfying the property in Lemma 2.12 for ε and p := H ′(p′). Continuity
of H ′ implies the existence of some n′ ∈ N such that H ′[B(p′, 2−n′)] ⊆ B(p, 2−n). By
Lemma 2.12, 〈x, y〉 7→ K ′(〈x,K(〈H ′(x), y〉)〉) and H ◦H ′ witness g|B(p′,2−n′ ) ≤W CY|B,λ>δ.
Fractality provides (CX)Xε(A) ≤W g|B(p′,2−n′ ), thus the claim is demonstrated.
3. Separation results for finite and convex choice
XC1 XC2 XCn C[0,1]
C]≤2 C]≤3 C]≤n+1
C]=2 C]=3 C]=n+1 CN
1 ≡W C{0} C{0,1} C{0,1,2} C{0,...,n} XC1
Figure 1: The reducibilities
We now have the tools available to completely characterize the valid reductions between
C{0,...,n}, XCm, C]≤i and C]=j . Figure 1 provides an overview – the absence of an arrow
(up to transitivity) indicates a proof of irreducibility. Two important results have already
been established in the literature, namely C{0,...,n} <W C{0,...,n+1} in [38] by Weihrauch, and(∐
n∈N C{0,...,n}
)
<W XC1 in [6, 7] by Brattka and the authors.
Besides an application of the general techniques of the preceding section, more specialized
proof methods are employed, some with a rather combinatorial character, others based on
the properties of simplices. We also exhibit a technique suitable to transfer results from the
compact case to the locally compact case.
Observation 1. C]=n is a fractal, and C]≤n even is a closed fractal.
Proof. Let δ :⊆ NN → T2 be some standard representation of the binary trees, in particular
let δ satisfy that any tree identical on the first n levels to some tree δ(p) has a δ-name q with
d(p, q) < 2−n. Now for any clopen A ⊆ NN with A∩dom(C]=nδ) 6= ∅ (resp. A∩dom(C]≤nδ) 6=
∅) we see that C]=n ≤W C]=nδ|A (resp. C]≤n ≤W C]≤nδ|A), as we append the infinite input
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tree to some leaf of a finite tree chosen to ensure membership in A. The condition of having
n vertices on each level (besides the first dlog ne ones) can easily be kept by pruning the
remaining leafs of the finite tree in a delayed way. Any infinite path through the resulting
tree provides an infinite path through the original tree as a tail.
To see that C]≤n is even a closed fractal, we argue that dom(C]≤nδ) is a computable
retract of NN, i.e. that there is a computable function R : NN → dom(C]≤nδ) with
R|dom(C]≤nδ) = iddom(C]≤nδ). For this, notice that we can detect if some prefix w can-
not be extended to some p ∈ dom(C]≤nδ), as this corresponds to the tree not having exactly
n vertices on some level beyond the (dlog ne)-th. Moreover, if some prefix w can be extended
to some p ∈ dom(C]≤nδ), we can do so in a computable way (e.g. by giving each leaf in the
finite tree determined by w exactly one successor in perpetuity). Now C]≤n ◦ δ ◦R satisfies
the criteria for g in Definition 2.2.
Observation 2. XCn is a closed fractal.
Proof. We use a representation ψ− of the closed subsets A([0, 1]n) with the property that for
any finite word w there is some non-degenerate rational hypercube H such that any closed
set A ⊆ H has some ψ−-name p with w ≺ p. Such a representation can be obtained from [6,
Proposition 3.4]. Rescaling [0, 1]n to H and back now establishes XCn ≤W XCn ◦ ψ−|wNN ,
i.e. XCn is a fractal.
To see that XCn is a closed fractal, first note that the representation ψ− above can be
chosen as total. By using the computable operator ConvexHull from Proposition 1.5 we
obtain a retract to the convex sets. Finally, as [0, 1]n is compact, if we encounter a name of
an empty set, we notice at some finite stage, and can modify the name accordingly. Hence,
we even obtain a computable retract R from all names of closed sets to names of non-empty
convex closed sets. Now XCn ◦ ψ− ◦R witnesses that XCn is a closed fractal.
Corollary 3.1. C]=n W C{0,...,m} for all n > 1 and m ∈ N.
Proof. Assume the reduction would hold for some n,m ∈ N. Observation 1 allows us to use
Theorem 2.3 to conclude C]=n to be computable - a contradiction for n > 1.
Proposition 3.2 (8). C]=n ≤W CN
Proof. We show that C]=n is non-deterministically computable with advice space N and
invoke [1, Theorem 7.2]. We guess some k ∈ N such that beyond the k-th level in our
tree each vertex has exactly one successor. A wrong guess can be detected and rejected
eventually, while a correct guess allows us to compute an infinite path by simply extending
in the unique possible way from some existing vertex on the k-th level onwards.
Corollary 3.3. C]≤2 W C]=n
Proof. Assume C]≤2 ≤W C]=n for some n ∈ N. By Proposition 3.2, this implies C]≤2 ≤W CN.
Observation 1 together with Theorem 2.4 would show C]≤2 to be computable, contradiction.
8We are grateful to a referee for suggestion the present simplified proof.
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3.1. Combinatorial arguments.
Proposition 3.4. C{0,...,n} <sW C]=n+1.
Proof. We use C[0,1],]=n+1 in place of C]=n+1; and employ the same property of the rep-
resentation of the closed sets as in the proof of Observation 2. Fix n + 1 disjoint closed
proper intervals in [0, 1]. Start to produce a name for the closed set containing all the
centers of the intervals. If any i ∈ {0, . . . , n} is removed from the input to C{0,...,n}, all of the
corresponding closed interval is removed from the input to C]=n+1. The left-most remaining
interval center has been approximated to some finite precision so far, hence there is still
an open ball around it left in the current input to C]=n+1. This ball is split into as many
disjoint closed proper intervals as necessary to keep the cardinality condition.
Iterating this process produces a closed set containing exactly n+ 1 points in the end,
and any element is included in one of the initial intervals. As these are closed and disjoint,
we can determine the index of an interval from a point. This constitutes a valid answer to
the input for C{0,...,n}.
Proposition 3.5 (Pigeonhole principle). C{0,...,n} W C]≤n
Proof. Assume that K, H would witness a reduction C{0,...,n} ≤W C{0,1}N,]≤n (≡W C]≤n).
We consider their behaviour on an input p representing the full set {0, . . . , n}. H will
compute a name for some closed set A ⊆ {0, 1}N consisting of the points a1, . . . , ak with
k ≤ n. We see that 〈p, ai〉 ∈ dom(K), and K(〈p, ai〉) ∈ {0, . . . , n}. By the pigeonhole
principle, there is some J ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that J 6= K(〈p, ai〉) for all i.
By continuity of K, there is some Mi such that K(〈q, bi〉) = K(〈p, ai〉) for all q, bi with
d(p, q) < 2−Mi and d(ai, bi) < 2−Mi . Let M := maxi≤kMi, and AM :=
⋃
i≤k{q ∈ {0, 1}N |
d(q, ai) ≤ 2−M}. Continuity of H means that there is some N ≥ M such that for any
B ∈ (ψ− ◦H)[p≤N{0, 1}N] it is the case that B ⊆ AM . But with this, we have demonstrated
that for any q ∈ p≤N{0, 1}N as input to C{0,...,n} the reduction will eventually produce some
l ∈ {0, . . . , n} with l 6= J . However, a name for {0, . . . , n} shares arbitrarily long prefixes
with names for {J}, hence the reduction will fail.
Corollary 3.6. C]≤n <W C]≤n+1
Corollary 3.7. XC1 W C]≤n for all n ∈ N
Proof. By combining [6, Proposition 7.2] with [27, Theorem 32], allows us to conclude that(∐
i∈N C{0,...,i}
)
<W XC1. In particular, XC1 ≤W C]≤n would imply C{0,...,n} ≤W C]≤n and
thus contradict Proposition 3.5.
The following lemma serves to keep the algorithm employed in Proposition 3.9 simple:
Lemma 3.8. Restricting C]=n or C]≤n to those trees where on each layer beyond the dlog ne-
th at most one vertex has zero children (and hence at most one vertex has two children) does
not change their Weihrauch-degree.
Proof. Only one direction of the reduction is non-trivial. The outer reduction witness K is
defined by K(〈p, q〉)(i) = q(in), i.e. we take only every n-th bit of the infinite path through
the derived tree in order to form the path through the original tree. The inner reduction
witness expands any layer in the original tree to n layers in the derived tree. If a vertex in
the original tree has only the left (right) child, then in the derived tree, we add a tree of
depth n with only the left-most (right-most) branch in the derived tree. If a vertex in the
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original tree is the k-th vertex from the left to have two children, then we add the following
tree of height n: The left-most branch until level k, then a split, followed by the right-most
and the left-most branch only. If a vertex in the original tree is the k-th vertex from the left
to have no children, we add a tree of height k containing the left-most branch only (and
ending in a leaf). Thus, the vertices with 0 and 2 children respectively from the original layer
are spread out in a pairwise fashion, and the resulting tree satisfies the extra criterion.
Proposition 3.9. C]=n+1 ≤W Cn]=2 and C]≤n+1 ≤W Cn]≤2
Proof. We show how from a single infinite binary tree with n+ 1 vertices per level beyond
the dlog n+ 1e-th we can compute n infinite binary trees with 2 vertices per level beyond the
first, such that knowing infinite paths through the latter trees allows us to pick an infinite
path in the former. Moreover, the construction will ensure that if from some level onwards
the original tree has exactly one successor per vertex, the same holds true for the derived
trees. By Lemma 3.8 we can assume freely that on each layer of the tree there is at most
one leaf.
We shall call a vertex located at some layer less than i active at level i, if both its
successors are extended by paths reaching the level i. If there are n + 1 vertices at each
sufficiently large level, then there are n active vertices a each sufficiently layer large i. The
construction starts once the first few levels of the input tree have been seen, such that the
number of vertices per level can reach n+ 1 for the first time (it will remain at n+ 1 from
there on). We place a distinct token from {1, . . . , n} on each of the active vertices.
The n output trees (in the domain of C]≤2 or even C]=2) start off with the root and two
children. The k-th output tree corresponds to the token k. As long as the vertex (in the
original tree) holding the token k remains active, we extend both paths of maximal length
in the k-th output vertex.
Whenever the current layer in the original tree contains a leaf, then there is some active
vertex with token k that will cease to be active at the next level. This is the active vertex
on the path to the leaf closest to the leaf. We take note whether it is the left or the right
subtree of this active vertex that contains the leaf. By assumption, there is also a vertex on
the same layer as the leaf that will have two children, i.e. will become an active vertex. We
move the token k from the old to the new active vertex. In the k-th output tree, we cut the
left or right subtree, depending on which subtree of the formerly active vertex contains the
leaf, and give the last vertex of the other path two children.
It remains to describe how to find an infinite path through the input tree given infinite
paths through the output trees. It is clear that the difficulty of finding a path extendable to
an infinite one solely lies in the choice of which successor to pick at currently active vertices.
Consider a vertex that became active at step i and was labeled with the token k. Then by
construction, choosing the same way as the path through the k-th output tree at layer i is
safe.
Example 3.10. Let us give an example with n = 2 as Figure 2 on Page 15. The upper half
of the table displays the step-by-step computation of two output trees (given an input tree),
and the lower half displays the step-by-step computation of an infinite path in the input tree
(given one infinite path in each output tree). In the pictures we name only the branching
vertices and the dead ends are marked by solid circles. In the original tree, a, c and d are
the vertices that are at some time active and carrying label 1, whereas b and e are at some
time active and carry label 2.
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The upper and lower parts of the table are shifted so that the height of the input tree
and the length of the computed path match in each column. Also, in the lower part we give
only the information about the paths in the output trees that is relevant for the computation
of the path in the input tree.
As a consequence from the independent choice theorem in [1] (or rather its proof)
together with C{0,1}N,]=n ≡W C]=n and C{0,1}N,]≤n ≡W C]≤n we obtain the following,
showing ultimately that picking an element from a finite number of 2-element sets in parallel
is just as hard as picking finitely many times from finite sets, with the later questions
depending on the answers given so far:
Observation 3. C]=n ×C]=m ≤W C]=n ?C]=m ≤W C]=(nm) and C]≤n ×C]≤m ≤W C]≤n ?
C]≤m ≤W C]≤(nm)
We can observe that the reductions in Proposition 3.9 and Observation 3 are uniform in
the natural number parameters. Thus, we can form the corresponding coproducts to obtain
the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.11. C∗]=2 ≡W
(∐
n∈N C]=n
) ≡W (∐n,k∈N C(k)]=n)
Corollary 3.12. C∗]≤2 ≡W
(∐
n∈N C]≤n
) ≡W (∐n,k∈N C(k)]≤n)
Proposition 3.13 ([27, 1]). C∗{0,1} ≡W
(∐
n∈N C{0,...,n}
) ≡W (∐n,k∈N C(k){0,...,n})
Proof. The reduction from C∗{0,1} to
(∐
n,k∈N C
(k)
{0,...,n}
)
is trivial. By the Independent Choice
Theorem [1, Theorem 7.3] we conclude that C
(k)
{0,...,n} ≤W C{0,...,(n+1)k}, and the proof is
uniform in n and k. Thus, we may conclude
(∐
n,k∈N C
(k)
{0,...,n}
)
≤W
(∐
n∈N C{0,...,n}
)
. By
[27, Theorem 32] we have C{0,...,n} ≤W Cn{0,1}, again with a proof uniform in n. This provides
the remaining reduction
(∐
n∈N C{0,...,n}
) ≤W C∗{0,1}.
Whether this property (that sequential uses of some closed choice principle are equivalent
to parallel uses) also applies to convex choice XC1 remains open at this stage.
Open Question 3.14. Is there some k ∈ N such that XC1 ?XC1 ≤W XCk1?
The preceding question gains in relevance in light of the following:
Proposition 3.15. XCk ≤W XC(k)1 .
Proof. In a compact product space, we can compute projections (e.g. [30, Proposition 6 (8)],
and projections of convex subsets to the first component are convex themselves. Hence,
given the input A ∈ A([0, 1]k) we can use the first application of XC1 to find some x ∈ [0, 1]
such that {x} × [0, 1]k−1 ∩ A 6= ∅. But this intersection again is a convex set, and we can
use the second application of XC1 to find a valid value of the second component, etc. With
all k uses of XC1, we then obtain a point inside the input set.
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Figure 2: Illustrating the algorithm underlying Proposition 3.9
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3.2. Simplex choice. The central idea of this subsection is to relate sets of cardinality
n + 1 to n-dimensional convex sets by using the points in the former as the vertices of
a simplex. In this, the notion of affine independence features prominently. We remind
the reader that points v1, . . . , vn ∈ [0, 1]k are called affinely independent, if
∑n
i=1 λivi = 0
and
∑n
i=1 λi = 0 implies λj = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Alternative characterizations are that
v2 − v1, v3 − v1, . . . , vn − v1 are linearly independent, or that vj /∈ ConvexHull(
⋃n
i=1,i 6=j{vj})
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Note that being affinely independent is an open property, i.e. making small
perturbations to affinely independent points v1, . . . , vn results in points that are affinely
independent again.
Proposition 3.16. Given a closed set A ⊆ [0, 1] with |A| ≤ n, we can compute a closed
set B ⊆ [0, 1]n−1 with |A| = |B|, pi1(B) = A, and such that the points in B are affinely
independent.
Proof. The function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1]n−1 defined by f(x) := (x, x2, . . . , xn−1) is computable.
As [0, 1] and [0, 1]n−1 are computably compact and computably Hausdorff (cf. [30]), we
can compute f [A] ∈ A([0, 1]n−1). By definition of f , pi1 ◦ f is the identity, in particular
|A| = |f [A]| follows.
Let A ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn} where the xi are all distinct. Then the determinant of the
Vandermonde matrix below is non-zero. 1 x1 . . . x
n−1
1
...
...
...
1 xn . . . x
n−1
n

Subtracting the first row to every other row does not modify the non-zero determinant,
but it shows that the vectors f(xi)− f(x1) are linearly independent for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, i.e. the
points in f [A] are indeed affinely independent.
Proposition 3.17. Given a closed set A ⊆ [0, 1]n with |A| = n + 1 such that the points
in A are affinely independent, we can compute a set (A ∪ {c}), where c is a point in the
interior of the convex hull of A.
For the proof of this proposition we shall require some preparation. In this, we consider
Rn to be equipped with the Euclidean metric.
Lemma 3.18. Let x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rn be affinely independent, let z be an affine combination∑
k βkxk with βk > 0 for all k, and for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n let yi be an affine combination
∑
k αk,ixk
with αk,i ≤ 0 for all k 6= i. Then y0, x1, . . . , xn are again affinely independent, the affine
decomposition z = β′0y0 +
∑
0<k β
′
kxk satisfies 0 < β
′
k for all k, and for all i > 0 the affine
decomposition yi = γ0,iy0 +
∑
0<k γk,ixk satisfies γk,i ≤ 0 for all k 6= i.
Proof. As they are the coefficients of an affine combination, we find that
∑
k αk,i = 1 for each
i, hence αi,i ≥ 1. The equality x0 = α−10,0y0 +
∑
0<k(−αk,0α−10,0)xk shows that y0, x1, . . . xn
are affinely independent. Furthermore z = β0α
−1
0,0y0 +
∑
0<k(βk − β0αk,0α−10,0)xk, where all
the coefficients are positive since αk,0 ≤ 0 for k 6= 0, and yi = α0,iα−10,0y0 +
∑
0<k(αk,i −
α0,iαk,0α
−1
0,0)xk for all i, where αk,i − α0,iαk,0α−10,0 is non-positive for i 6= 0, k.
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By invoking Lemma 3.18 up to n+ 1 times one can prove the following.
Corollary 3.19. Let x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rn be affinely independent, let yi =
∑
k αk,ixi with
αk,i ≤ 0 for all k 6= i, and let z be an affine combination
∑
i βixi with βi > 0 for all i. Then
z is an affine combination of the affinely independent y0, . . . , yn with positive coefficients.
Definition 3.20.
• Given n+1 affinely independent points x0, . . . , xn ∈ Rn, let h(x0, . . . , xn) be the minimum
among the euclidian distances between one point xi and the hyperplane containing all the
other points. We call h the minimal height of {x0, . . . , xn}.
• Given x0, . . . , xn be points in a metric space, let ∆(x0, . . . , xn) := max{d(xi, xj) | i 6= j}.
• Given n+ 1 open rational balls B0, . . . , Bn in [0, 1]n, we call
JC(B0, . . . , Bn) :=
⋂
x0∈B0,...,xn∈Bn
ConvexHull({x0, . . . , xn})
their joint centre.
Lemma 3.21. Let x0, . . . , xn ∈ Rn be affinely independent, let 0 ≤ r < (n + 1)−1, let
z =
∑
0≤i≤n βixi be an affine combination such that r < βi for all i, and let d(xi, yi) <
r · h(x0, . . . , xn) for all i. Then z is in the interior of the convex hull of the yi.
Proof. For all i let x′i := (1− nr)xi +
∑
k 6=i rxk, such that xi = (1− r)(1− (n+ 1)r)−1x′i +∑
k 6=i r((n + 1)r − 1)−1x′k for all i, which shows that x′0, . . . , x′n are independent. By
substitution we find that every affine combination
∑
i λixi can be rewritten
∑
i(λi − r)(1−
(n + 1)r)−1x′i. For all i let Hi be the hyperplane of the affine combinations
∑
k 6=i λkxk,
and H ′i that of the affine combinations rxi +
∑
k 6=i λkxk. Since d(Hi, H
′
i) = r · d(xi, Hi) ≥
r · h(x0, . . . , xn) > d(xi, yi) and since {xi} = ∩k 6=iHk, for all i the point yi =
∑
k αk,ixi
satisfies αk,i < r for all k 6= i. So yi =
∑
k(αk,i − r)(1− (n+ 1))−1x′k satisfies αk,i − r < 0
for all k 6= i. Since z is in the interior of the convex hull of the x′i, it is also in that of the yi
by Corollary 3.19.
Lemma 3.22. Let n ≥ 1 and x0, . . . , xn ∈ Rn be affinely independent and let some open
ball B contain x0 and x1. We can find ρ > 0 and z ∈ Rn such that B(z, ρn) ⊆ B ∩
JC(B(x0, ρ), . . . , B(xn, ρ)).
Proof. Let h := h(x0, . . . , xn) and ∆ := ∆(x0, . . . , xn). Let 0 < ρ <
h2
2(n+1)∆ be such that
the closed balls B¯(x0,
3ρn∆
h ) and B¯(x1,
3ρn∆
h ) are included in B. Let us consider L the line
segment between x0 and the point
∑
0<i n
−1xi. Let g be the length of L and let {z} be its
intersection with the sphere S(x0,
2ρn∆
h ), which is in the interior of B by construction. Note
that h ≤ g ≤ ∆. Let r := ρh and let us show that the affine decomposition z =
∑
i αixi
satisfies 2r ≤ αi for all i. First, it is easy to check that 2ρh ≤ 1− 2ρn∆h2 , so 2r ≤ 1− 2ρn∆hg = α0.
Second, αi = αj for all i, j > 0, since z ∈ L, and 2r = 2ρh ≤ 2ρn∆h · 1gn = α1. For all i let
zi := z +
rd
n+1xi −
∑
j 6=i
r
n+1xj (so {z0, . . . , zn} is a rescaling of {x0, . . . , xn} by factor r).
The zi are all in B¯(x0,
3ρn∆
h ) ⊆ B since d(z, zi) ≤ ∆r ≤ ρn∆h for all i, and so is their convex
hull. Moreover, the affine decomposition of each zi along the xj involves coefficients greater
than r only, so by Lemma 3.21 the zi are all in the interior of JC(B(x0, ρ), . . . , B(xn, ρ)),
and so is the ball B(z, ρn) inscribed in their convex hull.
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Proof of Proposition 3.17. We search for a cover ofA by n+1 open rational ballsB(x0, ρ), . . . ,
Bn(xn, ρ), with the xi affinely independent and ρ chosen from the xi as in Lemma 3.22.
As ρ depends on the points only via their height and mutual distance, any set of n + 1
affinely independent points is covered by such a collection of balls. Moreover, as [0, 1]n is
computably compact, we are guaranteed to find a cover eventually.
By Lemma 3.22 we can identify some ball B(z, t) ⊆ JC(B(x0, ρ), . . . , Bn(xn, ρ)). Our
initial approximation for the output set is A0 := B(z, t) ∪
⋃
i≤nB(xi, ρ).
We then search for covers of A by smaller and smaller balls contained in the original
B(xi, ρ), i.e. by some B(x
k
i , 2
−kρ) with B(xki , 2
−kρ) ⊆ B(xi, ρ). As the joint center is
antimonotone, we find that B(z, t) ⊆ JC(B(xk0, 2−kρ), . . . , B(xkn, 2−kρ)). We then set our
k-th approximation to Ak := B(z, 2
−kt) ∪⋃i≤nB(xki , 2−kρ).
Now, it may happen finitely many times that in our new cover there are two balls
contained in the same B(xj , ρ). This means that one B(xi, ρ) is disjoint from A and that
the current B(z, t) could be outside of the convex hull of A. In this case, we have to choose
some new values for z′, t′ using Lemma 3.22 again. As we can choose these values such
that B(z′, t′) ⊆ B(xj , ρ), we find that the resulting approximation is still a subset of the
preceding one.
Ultimately, our output is obtained as
⋂
k∈NAk.
Proposition 3.23. Given a finite closed set A ⊆ [0, 1]n, such that the points in A are
affinely independent, as well as a point x in the convex hull of A, we can compute a point in
A.
Proof. Let p be a name of A =: {a0, . . . , al} of dimension l ≤ n and let q be a name of a
point x in the convex hull of A. Let us compute one point in A as the intersection of a
nested sequence of closed balls Bk. We aim at guaranteeing the following conditions for all
k.
(1) The diameter of Bk is at most
1
2k−2 .
(2) The point x is not in the convex hull of A\Bk.
(3) The boundary of Bk does not intersect A.
Let us define Bk by induction, starting with B0 := [−1, 2]n so that all conditions are met,
and assume that Bk is defined and meets all conditions. Let us enumerate p until there exist
l + 1 disjoint closed balls b0, . . . , bl of diameters less than
1
2k
such that their union includes
the approximation of A so far (such balls exist since |A| = l + 1) and the bi are fully either
inside or outside Bk (thanks to Condition 3).
Since x is in ConvexHull(A) by assumption, x =
∑l
i=0 αiai, where
∑
αi = 1 and 0 ≤ αi.
Assume that x is also in the affine span of A\Bk, that is, x =
∑m
i=0 λiai, where
∑
λi = 1
and, modulo renaming, the bm+1, . . . , bl are exactly the bi that are included in Bk. Since
x =
∑l
i=0 αiai =
∑m
i=0 λiai, the λi are positive by uniqueness of the coefficients of the affine
representation, so x is in ConvexHull(A\Bk), which contradicts Condition 2. Therefore x is
not in the affine span of A\Bk, so there exists j such that x is not in the affine span of A\bj .
Such a j may be identified in finite time by running in parallel the name q of x and names
of the ConvexHull(A\bi) that are derived from p (the name provided for A). Now let Bk+1
be a closed ball centered like bj , with a diameter between
1
2k
and 1
2k−1 , and disjoint from the
other bi. Let us show that the three conditions are met. Condition 1 is met by construction;
Condition 2 is met since x does not belong to ConvexHull(A\bj); and Condition 3 is also
met since bj ⊆ Bk and Bk+1 ∩ bi = ∅ for all i 6= j.
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The intersection of the Bk is a singleton since their diameters converge to 0, and each
Bk intersects A due to Condition 2, so ∩k∈NBk = {ai} for some 0 ≤ i ≤ l.
Corollary 3.24. C]≤n ≤W XCn−1
Proof. We show C[0,1],]≤n ≤W XCn−1 instead. Given a set of up to n points in [0, 1], we can
use Proposition 3.16 to turn them into the vertices of a proper simplex in [0, 1]n−1. The
convex hull is computable as a closed set by Proposition 1.5, and we can use XCn−1 to pick
a point inside the convex hull. Then Proposition 3.23 allows us to recover one of the vertices,
which by Proposition 3.16 suffices to obtain an element of the original set.
Theorem 3.25. C]=n <W C]=n+1
Proof. By Corollary 1.10, we can freely change the space we are working in among any rich
computably compact computable metric space. We start with an n-point subset of [0, 1]
and apply Proposition 3.16 to obtain n affinely independent points in [0, 1]n−1. Then we use
Proposition 3.17 to obtain a set of cardinality n+ 1 containing the n previous points and
some additional point in the interior of their convex hull. This is a valid input to C]=n+1
(using Corollary 1.10 again), and we obtain one of the points, which certainly is contained
in the convex hull. Hence, Proposition 3.23 allows us to find one of the vertices, which by
Proposition 3.16 is sufficient to compute one of the points in the original set.
That the reduction is strict follows from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5.
Note that while C]≤n ≤W C]≤n+1 is trivially true, the positive part of the preceding
result is not obvious.
3.3. Application of the large radius technique. The usefulness of the large radius
technique for disproving reducibility to convex choice lies in the observation that convex
sets with large outer radius are simpler, as we can then cut by a hyperplane and obtain
another convex set of smaller dimension. For convenience, we work with the maximum
metric on [0, 1]n in the following proposition. Choosing another compatible metric may
require adapting the precise choice of numbers, yet does not impact the results further along.
Proposition 3.26 (Cutting). XCn,λ>m−1 ≤W XCn−1 ? C{1,...,(m−1)n}
Proof. We can compute the (m− 1)n-many hyperplanes {im−1} × [0, 1]× . . .× [0, 1], and
[0, 1] × {im−1} × . . . × [0, 1], and so on, and finally [0, 1] × . . . × [0, 1] × {im−1}, denoted
by Pij with 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. For each of these, we compute the intersection
with the given convex set A, which will be a convex set itself. As we are in a compact
space, we can detect emptiness, in particular, we can compute {(i, j) | Pij ∩ A 6= ∅} ∈
A({1, . . . , n}× {1, . . . ,m− 1}) ∼= A({1, . . . , (m− 1)n}). The guarantee λ(A) > m−1 implies
that for some 〈i, j〉 we have Pij ∩ A 6= ∅. Application of C{1,...,(m−1)n} allows us to find a
suitable pair (i, j). Then we compute the projection (which is possible, again, as we are in a
compact space, [30, Proposition 6(8)]) of Pij ∩A to the components distinct from j, which
will be a non-empty convex subset of a n− 1 dimensional space, and given a point from the
latter convex set, by inserting im−1 as the j-th component, we obtain a point in A.
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Corollary 3.27. Let CX|A and (CX)Xε(A) be fractals9 and CX|A ≤W XCn+1. Then
(CX)Xε(A) ≤W XCn for all ε > 0.
Proof. Corollary 2.13 gives us (CX)Xε(A) ≤W XCn+1,λ>m−1 for some m ∈ N, then Proposition
3.26 implies (CX)Xε(A) ≤W XCn ?C{1,...,(m−1)(n+1)}, and finally Theorem 2.3 fills the gap to
(CX)Xε(A) ≤W XCn.
For n ≥ k ≥ 1 let C]=nBk := C[0,1]|{A∈A([0,1])||A|=n∧|{i<n|[ 2i
2n
, 2i+1
2n
]∩A 6=∅}|≥k}. So C]=nBk is
choice for n element sets, where we know that our set intersects at least k of a collection of
fixed distinct regions. We shall need three properties of these choice principles:
Proposition 3.28. (1) C]=nB(k+1) ≤W (C[0,1])X(5n)−1 (dom(C]=nBk)).
(2) C]=n+1Bn is not computable.
(3) Any C]=nBk is a fractal.
Proof. (1) We use a representation ψ− of dom(C]=nB(k+1)) where the finite approximation
available at any stage lies in the interior of the one available at the previous stage ([6,
Proposition 3.4]). Any such name already belongs to X(5n)−1(dom(C]=nBk)). To see
this, note that any ball of radius (5n)−1 can intersect at most one of the k+ 1 inhabited
regions for C]=nB(k+1), hence removing such a ball leaves at least k regions inhabited. It
remains to split some of the remaining approximations of points into several to keep the
cardinality condition satisfied, but this is unproblematic.
(2) Any algorithm solving C]=n+1Bn would need to eventually pick on of the regions. However,
when we represent the sets with names where the approximation at any finite stage is in
the interior of the approximation at the previous stage (as obtained by [6, Proposition
3.4]), we can then make sure that the selected region contains two points. But then the
algorithm would have to solve C]=2, contradiction.
(3) We use the same representation ψ− of dom(C]=nBk) as in (1). Restricting C]=nBk ◦ ψ−
to some arbitrary clopen set is equivalent to picking some arbitrary finite approximation
A and restricting C]=nBk to subsets of A. For any corresponding finite approximation
A, we consider those regions [ 2i2n ,
2i+1
2n ] where
(
[ 2i2n ,
2i+1
2n ] ∩A
)◦ 6= ∅. Let I be the set
of corresponding indices. For i ∈ I we then pick a non-degenerate rational interval
[ai, bi] ⊆ [ 2i2n , 2i+12n ] ∩A. Let B =
⋃
i∈I [ai, bi].
We shall use i+ := min ({j ∈ I | j > i} ∪ {n}) and i− := max ({j ∈ I | j < i} ∪ {−1}).
Moreover, we understand an = 1.
Now we shall argue that C]=nBk ≤W C]=nBk|{A∈A([0,1])|A⊆B}, which establishes C]=nBk
as a fractal. As any p ∈ dom(C]=nBk ◦ ψ−) encodes a finite set, we will for each i ∈ I
eventually detect some rational ci /∈ ψ−(p) with bi ≤ 2i+12n < ci < 2i
+
2n ≤ ai+ . Let c0 = 0.
For each i ∈ I, we can now pick a computable homeomorphism Ri : [ci− , ci]→ [ai, bi].
Next, we join all Ri to obtain a computably invertible computable map R : [0, 1] \ {ci |
i ∈ I} → B and proceed to use R to rescale ψ−(p) to a subset of B. By construction
we see that {i | ψ−(p) ∩ [ 2i2n , 2i+12n ] 6= ∅} ⊆ {i | R[ψ−(p)] ∩ [ 2i2n , 2i+12n ] 6= ∅}, hence the
procedure does indeed map inputs for C]=nBk to inputs for C]=nBk|{A∈A([0,1])|A⊆B}. As
R is computably invertible, we can recover a valid output to the former from any valid
output of the latter. Thus, the reduction is demonstrated.
9Cf. Open question 2.11.
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Corollary 3.29. C]=nBk ≤W XCm+1 implies C]=nB(k+1) ≤W XCm.
Proof. C]=nBk ≤W XCm+1 implies (C[0,1])X(5n)−1 (dom(C]=nBk)) ≤W XCm+1|λ>l−1 for suitable
l ∈ N by Proposition 3.28 (3) and Corollary 2.13. Using Proposition 3.28 (1) on the left-hand
side, and Proposition 3.26 on the right-hand side yields C]=nB(k+1) ≤W XCm ?C{1,...,(m+1)l}.
Then Proposition 3.28 (3) together with Theorem 2.3 provides the claim.
Theorem 3.30. C]=n+2 W XCn.
Proof. Assume C]=n+2 ≡W C]=(n+2)B1 ≤W XCn. Iterated use of Corollary 3.29 allows us to
conclude that C]=(n+2)B(n+1) ≤W XC0, i.e. C]=(n+2)B(n+1) is computable, which contradicts
Proposition 3.28 (2).
Corollary 3.31. XCn <W XCn+1.
Proof. Combine Theorem 3.30 with Corollary 3.24.
3.4. Beyond compact spaces. In this subsection we shall investigate CRk,]≤n, CRk,]=n
and CRk |{A∈A(Rk)|A is convex}. Essentially, all these choice principles are in the same relation
to the corresponding ones for compact spaces as the full CR has to C[0,1]. We recall from [1]
that CR ≡W C[0,1] ? CN and CR,]=1 ≡W CN.
Proposition 3.32. For any k, n ≥ 1 it holds that CRk,]=n ≡W CN.
Proof. The proof of CRk,]=n ≤W CN is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2: We guess n
disjoint rational hypercubes encoded as some m ∈ N, and reject the guess if the intersection
of any of these hypercubes (as compact sets) and the input set is empty. If the rational
hypercubes are a suitable guess, then all points are available as compact singletons, hence
can be computed.
For the other direction, we make use of CN ≡W CN,]=1 from [1]. Given some closed
singleton A ∈ A(N), we can compute the set {(i+ jn+1 , 0, . . . , 0) | i ∈ A∧1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∈ A(Rk),
and any point from the latter set suffices to reconstruct i ∈ N.
Corollary 3.33. CRk,]=n ≡W C]=n ? CN.
Proof. By the independent choice theorem ([1]), we have CN ?CN ≡W CN. With Proposition
3.2, we then see C]=n ? CN ≡W CN.
Proposition 3.34. CRk,]≤n ≡W C]≤n ? CN
Proof. Given some A ∈ A(Rk), we can compute
{〈d1, . . . , dk〉 | A ∩ ([d1, d1 + 1]× . . .× [dk, dk + 1]) 6= ∅} ,
hence we can use CN to find some compact hypercube having non-empty intersection with
the input set. This intersection clearly satisfies the cardinality restriction, thus is a suitable
input for C]≤n, showing CRk,]≤n ≤W C]≤n ? CN.
For the other direction we assume w.l.o.g. that k = 1. As in the proof of Proposition
3.32, we use CN ≡W CN,]=1 from [1]. Moreover, we use C[0,1],]≤n in place of C]≤n (Corollary
1.10). In the call to C[0,1],]≤n ? CN,]=1, let A be the input used for CN,]=1, and let Ai be the
set used as input to C[0,1],]≤n if i is obtained as answer from CN,]=1, or the empty set, if i
is not a valid output. Now it is possible to compute
(⋃
i∈A({2i}+Ai)
) ∈ A(R), which is a
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suitable input to CR,]≤n and any element of this set encodes all needed information to solve
the instance to C[0,1],]≤n ? CN,]=1.
Proposition 3.35. CRk |{A∈A(Rk)|A is convex} ≡W XCk ? CN
Proof. The same reduction witness that is used in the proof of Proposition 3.34 to show
CRk,]≤n ≤W C]≤n ?CN works for CRk |{A∈A(Rk)|A is convex} ≤W XCk ?CN, too, as the intersec-
tion of a convex set and a hypercube is a convex set. The other direction, again, proceeds
exactly as in Proposition 3.34.
The joint structure of the preceding propositions generally demonstrates that for any
class of closed subsets A that is closed under rescaling and either closed under intersection
with intervals, or only contains bounded sets, it follows that CR|A ≡W C[0,1]|A ? CN. Such
results may fruitfully interplay with Theorem 2.4.
4. Finding zeros of functions with finitely many local extrema
As a closed subset of a computable metric space can equivalently be expressed as the zero
set of some continuous function into R, we recognize C]=n (C]≤n) to simultaneously be the
degree of finding a zero of a function on a rich computably compact computable metric
space, in particular a function f : [0, 1] → R that has exactly (up to) n zeros. However,
usually when such a task is encountered, the bound on the number of zeros is linked to a
bound on the number of local extrema (we understand this to exclude plateaus and the end
points of the interval).
We shall now demonstrate that the restriction to a bounded number of local extrema
makes the search for zeros significantly easier. The underlying algorithmic result is that
given such a function, we can compute a fixed finite number of real numbers that will include
all zeros of the function at hand.
Theorem 4.1. For any n ∈ N the multivalued map Zeronmin :⊆ C([a, b],R) ⇒ [a, b]3n is
computable, where f ∈ dom(Zeronmin) iff f has up to n local minima and f(a) 6= 0 6= f(b),
and (x1, . . . , x3n) ∈ Zeronmin(f) iff f(x) = 0 implies ∃i.xi = x.
Proof. Our algorithm proceeds in a divide-and-conquer method, subdividing the interval
into smaller intervals such that the corresponding restrictions of the function have fewer
local extrema. At each stage, we have some number of guesses for potential zeros available.
We always start with the assumption that our function has at most one zero in the current
interval, and give approximations for all guesses accordingly. If this assumption fails, it has
to do so through the detectable existence of certain obstructions. The identification of an
obstruction allows us to produce two restrictions of the function, and to allocate our guesses
to the restrictions in a valid manner.
We keep track of a bound on the number of local minima at each stage. More precisely,
we only consider essential extrema, which are those that could be linked to zeros. If f(a) > 0,
then the left-most local maximum is inessential (this may be at a itself), likewise f(a) < 0
makes the left-most infimum inessential, f(b) > 0 the right-most maximum and f(b) < 0
the right-most minimum.
By switching to −f instead if necessary, we can restrict ourselves to the situation where
f(a) > 0, and distinguish the cases f(b) > 0 and f(b) < 0. Note that in both settings, the
number of essential maxima cannot exceed the number of essential minima. Hence, we can
retain the bound for the number of essential minima when switching the sign.
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We describe the number of guesses required (given some bound on the number of
essential minima) by two functions κ1, κ2 : N→ N, one for each of the two situation. These
functions are described via a recurrence relation, which in turn is found by investigating by
how much the subdivision reduces the bound on the number of essential minima. By the
following Lemma 4.2, we see that we need more potential solutions in the second situation,
and that the number of potential solutions our algorithm may need to provide is given by 3n.
Situation 1: f(b) > 0, j essential minima
Figure 3: The base case in the situation f(b) > 0
We start by shrinking the interval from both sides, as long as we can establish that the
function is strictly positive in the area. Furthermore, we pay attention to the configurations
discussed below (also Figure 4, 5), which may block the shrinkage. If any such configuration
exists, it will eventually be found, and if they are all absent, the process will collapse the
interval to a singleton, hence assigning all available solution attempts to this value. In this
case, the function takes only strictly positive values outside of the remaining point, hence,
this point is the only potential zero of the function. If the function has no (essential) minima,
it cannot have a zero, hence we may set κ1(0) := 0.
Figure 4: The first obstruction in the situation f(b) > 0
If we find some x ∈ [a, b] such that f(x) < 0 can be proven, we split the interval into
the parts [a, x] and [x, b]. This split renders one minimum inessential, but we do not know
in which part the remaining essential minima and maxima will end up. Both parts belong to
Situation 2 (described below), yielding the (partial) recurrence relation κ1(j + 1) ≥ 2κ2(j)
that we need to enforce.
If we find x < y < z such that f(x) < f(y) > f(z) and f(y) > 0 can be proven, we split
into [a, y] and [y, b]. Here a local maximum is rendered inessential, and furthermore we know
that there is at least one essential local minimum in each part, both parts belong to the first
situation. Hence the second part of the recurrence relation is κ1(j + 1) ≥ 2κ1(j). Together
with the first inequality, we conclude that setting κ1(j + 1) := max{2κ1(j), 2κ2(j)} fulfills
the requirements.
Situation 2: f(b) < 0, j essential minima
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Figure 5: The second obstruction in the situation f(b) > 0
Figure 6: The base case in the situation f(b) < 0
Again the interval is shrunk from both sides, on the left as long as the function is known
to be strictly positive, on the right as long as the function is known to be strictly negative.
If none of the configurations listed below (also Figures 7, 8) is ever detected, the interval
will collapse to a single point, which is the unique zero of the function in the interval. As
both obstructions require j > 0, we can set κ2(0) := 1.
Figure 7: The first obstruction in the situation f(b) < 0
If we find x < y such that f(x) < f(y) > 0 can be proven, we split into [a, y] and [y, b].
A maximum is rendered inessential, and we know that at least one essential minimum is in
the left part. The left part belongs to the first situation, and the right part to the second.
The corresponding inequality is κ2(j + 1) ≥ κ2(j) + κ1(j + 1).
Figure 8: The second obstruction in the situation f(b) < 0
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If we find x < y such that 0 > f(x) < f(y) can be proven, we split into [a, x] and
[x, b]. A minimum is rendered inessential. The left part belongs to the second situation,
and the right part to the first (after moving to −f). The corresponding term is again
κ2(j + 1) ≥ κ1(j + 1) + κ2(j), hence our recurrence relation is κ2(j + 1) := κ1(j + 1) + κ2(j).
Lemma 4.2. The following recurrence relation
κ1(0) = 0
κ2(0) = 1
κ1(j + 1) = max{2κ1(j), 2κ2(j)}
κ2(j + 1) = κ1(j + 1) + κ2(j)
has the solution κ1(j + 1) = 2 ∗ 3j and κ2(j) = 3j.
Proof. From the last equation we deduce κ2(j) ≥ κ1(j); thus the third equation simplifies to
κ1(j + 1) = 2κ2(j). This in turn renders the last equation into κ2(j + 1) = 3κ2(j). Together
with the second equation, we then may conclude κ2(j) = 3
j . The claim for κ1 now follows
immediately from the (simplified) third equation.
Corollary 4.3. Finding a zero of a continuous function f : [0, 1]→ R with f(0) > 0∧f(1) 6=
0 and up to n local minima is Weihrauch reducible to C{1,...,3n}.
Proof. Using Theorem 4.1 we compute the 3n-many potential solutions, and then test for
each of them whether the function value actually is zero at that point. If the function value
at the i-th solution is recognized to be non-zero, i is removed from the input to C{1,...,3n}.
Any number remaining is the index of a zero of the function.
Corollary 4.4. Finding a zero of a continuous function f : [0, 1]→ R with f(0) > 0∧f(1) 6=
0 and up to m > 1 zeros is not reducible to finding a zero of a function g : [0, 1]→ R with
g(0) > 0 ∧ g(1) 6= 0 and up to n local minima for any n > 0.
Proof. Combine Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 3.1.
In the remainder of this section we shall demonstrate that the algorithm in Theorem 4.1
is optimal in two senses: First, it is not possible to reliably compute 3n − 1 real numbers
containing all zeros of a suitable function. Second, using closed choice for a finite space to
actually find a zero as in Corollary 4.3 is optimal in the sense of Weihrauch reducibility (up
to the precise cardinality of the space involved).
Theorem 4.5. For no n ∈ N the multivalued map Zero′nmin :⊆ C([0, 1], [−1, 1])⇒ [0, 1]3
n−1
is computable, where f ∈ dom(Zero′nmin) iff f has up to n local minima and f(0) > 0 > f(1),
and (x1, . . . , x3n−1) ∈ Zero′nmin(f) iff f(x) = 0 implies ∃i.xi = x.
Proof. Assume the contrary, and let N be the least n for which the map Zero′nmin is
computable. We can exclude N = 0, as a function without local minima can still have a
zero (see Figure 6), so Zero′0 min is not even well-defined.
Now we will describe an input f for Zero′N min designed to fool the hypothetical algorithm.
As f is a continuous function between compact Hausdorff spaces, we can equivalently represent
f via its graph as a closed or compact subset of [0, 1]× [−1, 1]. This in turn we can assume
to be given by coverings of the graph by finitely many rational closed boxes of smaller and
smaller total area, such that the projections to the x-axis of the boxes involved in a single
approximation intersect at at most one point.
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Figure 9: The construction of a counterexample
We start by providing approximations following Figure 9, i.e. we determine that f(0.5) >
0, that there is a local minima to the left of 0.5 while keeping a box present containing some
[a, b]× {0} for a < b < 0.5, and while not providing any additional information about the
placement of local minima. Note that all zeros of functions admitting a name extending
such an approximation are included in one of two disjoint intervals, one to the left and one
to the right of 0.5. In particular, the hypothetical algorithm will have to decide eventually
for each of the 3N − 1 numbers it is producing to which of these intervals (if any at all) it is
going to belong.
Let us assume that less than 3N−1 numbers are assigned to the right interval. Then for
any continuous function g : [0, 1]→ [−1, 1] with up to N−1 local minima and g(0) > 0 > g(1),
we could use rescaling to fit it into the box intersecting the x-axis to the right of 0.5, and
then piecewise linear functions to extend it to a function f compatible with the current
approximation that has up to N local minima. By providing those numbers as potential
solutions that are assigned to the right of the interval, we would have demonstrated that
Zero′N−1 min is computable, which contradicts our choice of N as the least such number.
Hence, at least 3N−1 numbers have to be assigned to the right interval, leaving at most
2 ∗ 3N−1 − 1 for the left interval.
Figure 10: The auxiliary construction of a counterexample
Now we can use the box intersecting the x-axis to the left of 0.5 to provide approximations
according to Figure 10, while using piecewise linear functions to extend this to some function
f having all its local minima inside the box shown in Figure 10. Again, we see that all
zeros in Figure 10 are contained in one of two boxes, and our hypothetical algorithm has to
decide for each of its 2 ∗ 3N−1 − 1 remaining outputs whether to assign it to the left or the
right box. If it assigns less that 3N−1 numbers to the left box, we can, as before, rescale a
function g : [0, 1]→ [−1, 1] with up to N − 1 local minima and g(0) > 0 > g(1) into the right
box, and use an otherwise piecewise linear extension adding a single further local minima to
conclude computability of Zero′N−1 min.
Thus, we see that only 3N−1 − 1 numbers can be assigned to the right box. But then
we could again take a function g : [0, 1] → [−1, 1] with up to N − 1 local minima and
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g(0) > 0 > g(1), move to h(x) := g(1 − x), rescale, extend in a piecewise linear way and
get computability of Zero′N−1 min. Thus, we cannot avoid the contradiction involved in the
assumption Zero′N min were computable.
Proposition 4.6. C{1,...,n} is Weihrauch reducible to finding roots of polynomials of degree
2n.
Proof. Note that there is a computable multivalued function r : S ⇒ R such that r(>) ⊆
{x ∈ R | x > 0} and r(⊥) = {0}. Given some closed set A ∈ A({1, . . . , n}) we can compute
the polynomial pA :=
∏
i≤n
(
(x− in)2 + r(A(i))
)
. Now in is a root of pA iff i ∈ A.
Corollary 4.7. The following are Weihrauch equivalent:
(1)
∐
n∈N C{1,...,n}
(2) Finding a root of a polynomial of known degree n > 1
(3) Finding a zero of a continuous function f : [0, 1]→ R with f(0) > 0 ∧ f(1) 6= 0 with a
known upper bound n > 0 on the number of local minima.
5. Some related work
The degree of C]≤2 was amongst the first Weihrauch degrees to be studied in some detail: In
[38], Weihrauch had shown that this map is equivalent to the multivalued function mapping
real numbers to an expansion in base b > 1. Essentially, the non-computability here lies
solely in the fact that some rational numbers have two expansions, whereas the other real
numbers have one.
The principle C]≤2 is also connected to the study on computability on the space of
bottomed sequences, or Plotkin’s TN, pioneered by Tsuiki [37, 14, 36]. In this space, digits
may be remain undetermined (⊥) for a while – and potentially for ever – or be specified as
either 0 or 1.
Definition 5.1. Let the represented space T have the underlying set {0, 1,⊥} and the
representation δT : NN → {0, 1,⊥} be defined by δT(0N) = ⊥ and δT(p) = min{n ∈ N |
p(n) 6= 0} mod 2 for p 6= 0N. Let TNm be the subspace of TN where at most m components
take the value ⊥.
These spaces characterize the dimension of computable Polish spaces. Whether there is
a connection to the characterization of the dimension of [0, 1]k via the Weihrauch degree of
connected choice; or to the results on dimension and the properties of representations in
[18], seems to be an open question.
Theorem 5.2 (Ohta, Tsuiki, Yamada [14]). A computable Polish spaces X embeds into TNm
iff dim(X) ≤ m.
We shall now consider the multivalued functions Concretizem : TNm ⇒ {0, 1}N defined
via p ∈ Concretize(q) iff ∀n ∈ N (q(n) 6= ⊥)⇒ (q(n) = p(n)). At CCC 2014, Brattka raised
the question what the Weihrauch degree of Concretizem would be.
Proposition 5.3. (C]≤2)m ≡W Concretizem ≡W (Concretize1)m
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Proof.
Concretizem ≤W (C]≤2)m: The proof is using the same idea as the one of Proposition 3.9.
We may consider the input of Concretizem to consist of a sequence (wi)i∈N of finite words
over {0, 1,⊥} of increasing length such that whenever wi(j) ∈ {0, 1}, then wi(j) = wk(j)
for all k ≥ i, and moreover, each wi contains the symbol ⊥ exactly m times. The output
must agree with each of the wi on the location of the 0s and 1s.
Each occurrence of ⊥ in w1 is associated with some binary tree with two vertices at
each layer below the root. As long as subsequent wi share the same occurrence of ⊥,
both vertices on the current level receive a child in the corresponding tree. If a ⊥ is
overwritten by a 0 (by a 1), the right (the left) branch dies out, and the left (the right)
branch splits. A new ⊥ will appear at the end of the word, and will be associated with
the same tree as the overwritten one was.
Knowing an infinite branch through each of the m trees then allows us to replace
each ⊥ in the wi by either 0 or 1, depending on the direction the path takes at the
corresponding branching vertex. The result are longer and longer prefixes of some valid
output.
(C]≤2)m ≤W (Concretize1)m: Clearly it suffices to show C]≤2 ≤W Concretize1. For this,
we note that given some binary tree T we can compute a sequence p ∈ TN where p(n) = 0
if the right subtree of the n-th vertex dies out first, p(n) = 1 if the left subtree of the
n-th vertex dies out first, and p(n) = ⊥ if both the left and the right subtree of the n-th
vertex are infinite. If T is in dom(C]≤2), then p ∈ TN1 . Moreover, any q ∈ Concretize1(p)
computes an infinite path through T .
(Concretize1)
m ≤W Concretizem: The reduction is obtained by some standard bijection
between
(
TN
)m
and TN on the input, and a matching one between
({0, 1}N)m and {0, 1}N
on the output.
Building upon the conference version of the present paper ([19]), Neumann [25] has classified
the Weihrauch degree of the Browder-Go¨hde-Kirk fixed point theorem. One of his results is
that finding a fixed point of a 1-Lipschitz function on [0, 1]k is Weihrauch equivalent to XCk.
Together with the results from [6], this shows a trichotomy for the difficulty of finding fixed
points depending on the Lipschitz constant: For L < 1, it is computable, for L = 1, it is
convex choice, and for L > 1, it is connected choice. We also point out that as a consequence
of Corollary 3.31, the Browder-Go¨hde-Kirk fixed point theorem becomes strictly harder with
increasing dimension; unlike Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, which eventually stabilizes.
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